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Winter has finally come! Discover the frozen mysteries and chilling dangers of the nation of Irrisen,

the Pathfinder campaign settingâ€™s realm of hearty heroes, merciless magic, and icy evil. Confront

the freezing ambitions of the landâ€™s proud rulers, the winter witches; hunt magical monstrosities

born amid endless blizzards; and learn the cycle of the realmâ€™s frigid rulers, the infamous

daughters of Baba Yaga. With details on the nationâ€™s major settlements, sinister adventure sites,

new rules for wintry dangers, hosts of icy monsters and native NPCs, and plots to inspire whole

campaigns, this shiver-inducing sourcebook gives GMs everything they need to adventure across

this realm of wintry wonder. All the details on Irrisenâ€™s dangers and denizens also makes this the

perfect companion for GMs running the chilling new Reign of Winter Adventure Path. Unleash a

storm of icy evil upon your campaign with Pathfinder Campaign Setting: Irrisen â€” Land of Eternal

Winter!
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The Pathfinder Campaign Setting product "Irrisen: Land of Eternal Winter" goes into a fair amount of

detail while describing the northern reaches of the Irrisen realm and the peoples of it. Notable NPCs

are briefly sketched out and most significant towns are at least somewhat outlined. The Irrisen realm

is, frankly, absurd in that the elites of the entire realm are almost universally, irredeemably evil and

selfish, and dominated by a magical, never-ending frost that renders the world an icy wonderland for

frost giants, winter wolves, and witches. On the other hand, that's what makes it so fun to adventure



in; there are endless opportunities for knock-down brawls, clever subterfuge, explosive spellcasting,

and breaking the power of evil and replacing it with good. It includes very good campaign hooks.

This book, fairly well-written and decently organized, combined with the player-centered "People of

the North," should be seen as indispensibe towards rooting any good campaign in the icy north of

Golarion.Crunch: 10 new monsters (however, 2 of them are basically NPC archetypes, and 3 of

them are more-or-less unique creatures) and 3 new environment-related afflictions.

Another really great entry in the Pathfinder Campaign Guide series. IMO Paizo really gets it right

more often than not, with these types of in-depth setting books. Great art, great writing, tons of

adventure hooks, and a lot of background for running the Reign of Winter AP.

I loved the detail!!! Cities, Rulers, rumors and tons of adventure hooks. This book is a must if you

are planning anything in Irrisen

Does the Job, Great for the Price, Working As Expected, Would recommend to a stranger, friend,

family member, old high school sweetheart...etc
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